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Preface to 2020 edition
The text of this booklet remains the same as the 1994
printed edition. Back then printing costs inhibited the
use of photographs and Susan Jalland generously
prepared the many line drawings used in that
publication, all of which are included in this edition.
For this digitally-published edition I have added a
number of photographs mostly taken in the late 1980s
and early 1990s, many in colour. As a result the page
layout and numbering is different to the 1994 edition.
I hope this PDF encourages residents and visitors to
take a more detailed – and slightly more informed –
look at the streets and buildings of Wymeswold.
Bob Trubshaw
Chair, Wolds Historical Organisation
August 2020

Map drawn by David Marshall in 1994.

A Walk Around Wymeswold
Alec Moretti
To many people Wymeswold is where they live and
to many others it is just a village that they pass
through on their way elsewhere. This account of a
walk around the village is to encourage both these
groups to realise that the village has plenty of good
red brick and rendered houses forming pleasant
groups that are worth looking at. Many of these
houses are of a similar age being built in the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and
gradually we are learning something of their history
and interest. The quality and appearance of these has
led to much of the centre of the village being
designated as a conservation area where visible
alterations cannot be made without proper planning
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permission. Such is the quality of some of the houses
that thirty-five of them are now listed buildings, all in
Grade II. The creation of the conservation area and
the listing of buildings is an attempt to ensure that the
appearance of the village should be preserved.
Like many other villages Wymeswold is now a place
where many people have their home but not their
place of work, so commuting to Loughborough,
Leicester, Nottingham or even further afield, is
important. A century and a half ago the village had a
population of just over 1300 with about 30 percent
being directly dependent on the land for their living.
Other significant occupations then were framework
knitting, lace work, and domestic service as well as

St Mary's Church
the usual crafts of shoe making, carpentry etc.
Throughout the period from 1841 to 1931 the
population declined until it was only 755, the move
to towns in the search for work and a better standard
of living being largely responsible. Since World War
II there has been a steady increase with motor
transport making the journey to work and school
much easier. The latest estimate of the size of the
population is 1,063 from the 1991 Census and
comparatively few of these are employed within the
village. Farming possibly still employs most with
some recent official figures showing 42 family or
partners and 11 full-time hired workers. Other
occupations in the village are shopkeeping,
innkeeping, building, and also employment at the
village school, the telephone exchange and other
places like the nursing home. Almost certainly
people come daily into Wymeswold to work at these
places, so commuting is a two-way process now.
There are no official figures for this, nor for those
who work from their home in the village though their
office is elsewhere.

A good place to start this walk is at the Parish Church
dedicated to St Mary, which stands on a mound at a
focal point in the village. Early evidence for the
church is sparse but Beauchief Abbey (near Sheffield)
had been endowed with land in the parish and the
responsibility for the church by 1240 when they
started to provide vicars for the parish. The earliest
part of the building is the nave arches, which date
from the 14th century according to Pevsner. Later
additions include the clerestory, chancel and aisles in
the Perpendicular style. After the Dissolution of the
Monastries in the 16th century Henry VIII endowed
Trinity College, Cambridge with land, the rectorial
tithes and the responsibility of appointing vicars for
Wymeswold. In the years that followed many of these
vicars were not resident in the parish and the church
became neglected until the Reverend Henry Alford set
about its restoration in 1843, engaging A.W. Pugin as
the architect. The church was thoroughly restored in
the nineteenth century Gothic Revival style as may be
seen by the windows and the two-storey porch. This
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restoration cost £2,228/1/3d according to the
account by the Rev Alford, but Potter in his History of
Wymeswold gives a figure of £3,557. Compare this
with the estimate of £90,000 for the work being
carried out 150 years later!
Features inside the church worth noting include the
memorial to William Leeke who died in 1687. He
was Lord of the Manor and a judge who resigned “as
his loyalty made it difficult for him to enforce a law
that was levelled, against the King, Charles II” who
had appointed him. The coronae ('chandeliers') are
part of the Pugin restoration and were made by
Hardman who also made the stained glass in the east
window.
The church plate is not on view but the well-known
‘chalice’, hallmarked for London 1512–13, may be
seen in Charnwood Museum in Loughborough. The
nave roof and some of the early roof bosses should
be noted.
The lych gate was also part of Pugin’s restoration and
from there is a view westwards along the main
village street.

The Three Crowns, October 1993.

Far Street
Far Street is most pleasant with its slight curve and the
Manor House closing the view at the far end. On both
sides are buildings of brick with stone plinths. In some
cases these date back to the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries. One of the oldest of these is The
Three Crowns, which has been known by this name
since 1758 (if not earlier) when the Leicester and
Nottingham Journal for 24th June 1758 announced
the preliminary meeting for the enclosure of
4
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Wymeswold as “at Mr Charles’ house otherwise
known as The Three Crowns.”
The Courts Baron and Leet of the Lord of the Manor
almost certainly met here for many years, the last one
being in 1913 according to the Leicester Evening
Mail’s article on Wymeswold on eighteenth
November 1937. By the time the pedestrian has
reached this far he or she will have noticed doorsteps
projecting onto the footpath. One of the Court Leet’s
tasks was to charge the inhabitants threepence per
year for doorsteps that ‘overhung the causeway’. In
this street there are now two public houses, but in the
nineteenth and possibly the early twentieth centuries
there were more. A rhyme names nine in the village
and certainly four or five of these were in Far Street.
Lindum House was The Shoulder of Mutton from
about 1860 to 1900, while the butcher’s shop on the
same side was The Bull for about a century until
1908.
The Manor House at the west end of Far Street dates
from the late eighteenth century and is built on a
dressed stone plinth which is believed to be the stone
from the church spire struck by lightning in 1783 and

T.R. Potter's rhyme:
The White Horse shall chase the Bull,
And make the Three Crowns fly,
Turn the Shoulder of Mutton upside down,
And make the Fox cry.
My White Horse shall smash the Gate,
And make the Windmill spin,
Knock the Hammer and Pincers down,
And make the Red Lion grin.
which was then taken down. The east bay of the
Manor House has a different stone for its plinth
indicating an extension to the house. The Enclosure
Award Map shows this as one of the ‘homesteads’ of
the Lord of the Manor with a strip of land extending
from there to the north of the parish where one block
of his land was located. Behind the house is a wing
and other buildings which have been modernised
into housing. According to the 1851 Census this was
Charles Yard with five or six families living there.
West of the Manor House is a range of buildings,
once belonging to the Manor Farm, with pleasing
brickwork and holes for doves in the gable end.
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Next door, east of the Manor House, is College Farm
which was one of the pieces of property that Trinity
College owned in the parish. The College was
granted land in 1546 and a Terrier of Rectory Lands
taken in 1744 describes 223 acres arranged in three
farms. At the Enclosure in 1759 the College did well
as it was awarded over 770 acres, much being ‘in
lieu of the Rectorial tithes’, according to the Act of
Parliament. This was about a quarter of the land
enclosed in the parish and most of it was in the north
and north-east of the parish. Trinity College sold all
their local holdings in 1956.
Behind the brick wall further westwards along the
road is ‘Wymeswold House’, once known as ‘The
Hermitage’. This dates from the early eighteenth
century and in 1814 the Potter family came here
from West Hallam in Derbyshire. Thomas Rossall
Potter (1799–1873) had a busy life here as the editor
of various local newspapers including The
Loughborough Monitor in 1865. He was the author
of several books, including History of Charnwood
Forest and Walks Round Loughborough, as well as
teaching boys who boarded at ‘The Hermitage’. His
grandson Sydney Pell Potter became Rector of East
7

Leake and he wrote A History of Wymeswold which
he published in 1915. In this he relates that Thomas
married Frances Fosbrooke of Ravenstone ‘in
romantic circumstances’ in 1836. In a later article he
tells how Frances was thrown from her carriage in
Wymeswold and was taken to The Hermitage to be
nursed and, in spite of their parents’ objections,
Thomas and Frances formed an attachment to one
another and were subsequently married. Several of
the family were buried in Wymeswold and Hoton
where their graves may still be found.
The next house westward is known as Jenny
Hickling’s House. She was a well-known school
teacher in spite of being partly paralysed and confined
to her bed. Often she had a class of about thirty
children about her as she taught them to read and
sew. She also took in needlework for her neighbours.
When she died in 1822 she was buried in the Baptist
graveyard although her grave is unmarked.
Passing the restored pound at the corner of Storkitt
Lane and Rempstone Road, just up the hill and on the
opposite side of the road is Alford House which was
built as the vicarage about 1853 on land allotted to

The Pound, February 1991, before 'restoration'.

the vicar at the Enclosure. The field next to the house
is known as the Glebe.

Wymeswold Dairy in 1989, shortly before demolition.
Photograph by Alec Moretti.

London Lane

cheese factory in the village. This produced Stilton
cheese on a small scale for Dairy Crest until 1987, in
what had been originally the Primitive Methodist
Chapel.

Back opposite the pound is London Lane where the
group of small cottages and the bigger London House
were once known as Little London. Two modern
buildings mark the southern end of this group; on the
left is the telephone exchange and opposite is the
new nursing home which occupies the site of the last

The village allotments further along London Lane
occupy land owned by the parish charities which on
the enclosure map was marked as Widows Close, so
we may assume that any income from letting this
Close could be used to support needy widows. The
footpath by the allotments runs to Clay Street passing
8
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the houses of Trinity Crescent, so named because it
was land once owned by the College.
Clay Street
At the end of the path is the War Memorial Hall built
in 1922 in what was known as Clay Close. There is
no certain explanation of the name Clay Street but if
a supply of clay was available the presence of Kiln
Close, nearby at the corner of Burton and
Loughborough Lanes, should be no surprise as bricks
were once made as near as possible to the place of
use.

The late-1940s prefabricated 'Swedish houses' on the east
side of London Lane in June 2008.

In Clay Street there are a number of old cottages that
have been renovated. The gable end of No.10 shows
evidence of roof alterations, while No.22 at the
corner of Cross Hill Close is a house of a number of
periods as may seen by the various roof pitches and
differing brickwork. A date stone at the rear has
weathered badly but is possibly 1710 – the oldest in
the village. The land on the opposite corner of Clay
Street and Far Street is generally thought to be the site
of the market cross. There are a number of references
to Wymeswold as a market town and the market
10

The junction of Clay Street, Brook Street and Hoton Road
in 1991. The eagle was created by Russell Hubbard as a
memorial to the crew of a Wellington bomber that crashed
nearby on 25th November 1943.

charter granted in 1337 to Richard de Willoughby
(one of the early Lords of the Manor) still exists in the
Public Record Office in Chancery Lane. So far no
evidence has been found which refers to the market
or fair actually taking place.
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Wye's Yard, October 1993.

Brook Street
Entering Brook Street there are some cottages which
date from the eighteenth century, one, No.27, having
a date stone of 1742. Between No.1 and No.17 there
is a group around a yard which was identified as
Wye’s Buildings in the 1871 Census. Edward Wye
was a bag hosier who organised some of the
framework knitters of the village. The building at the
northwest corner of the yard was probably a
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framework knitters factory and to obtain maximum
light it has windows on all four walls upstairs. The
other cottages in the yard were probably for the
workers. Edward Wye lived in more style in Church
Street from 1861 to 1871.

stream has flowed steadily throughout recent dry
summers whilst the Mantle Brook (further along
Brook Street) dries up readily in a dry spell and rises
quickly after heavy rain as the water supplying it runs
off fields further east in the parish.

Framework knitting was an important occupation in
many settlements in Nottinghamshire and
Leicestershire. In 1851 about 60 men were
framework knitters in Wymeswold, many working in
their own homes with their wives and children
helping with winding and seaming. As the work
became more mechanised it relocated in bigger
towns and the importance of the trade to
Wymeswold declined. By 1891 only 13 men were so
employed.

The area of grass in The Stockwell is often known as
Queen’s Park. A possible reason for this may be
related to the clearance of the three or four cottages
which used to stand there taking place about the

Almost opposite the house with the date stone
(where a wheelwright once lived and worked) a
stream comes from underground and runs between
the new houses. This is thought to come from ground
beneath the church and land to the north of the
A6006, and was the source that was tapped by the
pump that was in the Stockwell. This supply never
seems to dry up and graziers used to bring their cattle
to it for water in the summer. As we now see it this

The old and 'new' Methodist chapels in October 1993,
shortly before the 1801 chapel was conveted into a house.
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time of Queen Victoria’s Jubilee in 1897. Late
nineteenth century photographs show this area as
fenced.
The first colour-washed cottage has a history
associated with that of the Quakers and meetings
used to be held there when the house was owned by
John Fox about 1670. George Fox, one of the
‘founders’ of the Quakers, visited them in 1677.
Informers, especially one John Smith who settled in
Hoton, caused the Quakers to be fined or their goods
seized, often in a violent fashion. In 1684 so much
was taken that John Fox and his family were forced to
seek shelter elsewhere.

Rectory Place, October 1993.

Next door is the old Methodist Chapel with its date
stone for 1801, standing on land given to the
Methodists by the Fox family. The Methodists
obviously thrived as the present chapel was built in
1845 with a distinctive pattern of red and yellow
bricks on its front.
Stockwell House facing the churchyard has only
recently ceased to be a working farm, the vicarage
and other new houses occupy the site of the farm
buildings. It is a typical late eighteenth century house
16
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The 1845 National School, Far Street, in April 1987.

The memorial recording Joseph Thompson’s gift.

and was owned by the Burrows family from at least
the time of the enclosure until 1955. There are a
number of Burrows graves in the churchyard and
those at the edge facing the house are probably those
who lived and worked at Stockwell House.

village. This never happened as a bigger factory was
required. The view has been described in glowing
terms and periodically groups of amateur artists may
be seen trying to paint the scene.

The view of the church from Brook Street across the
Stockwell is rated highly and is thought to have been
the inspiration for the original label on 'Lymeswold
Cheese' which was planned to be made in the

Continuing along Brook Street is The Nook and the
present village school is there on fields known as the
Lilley Croft. The school was built in two stages in
1979 and 1984 and the memorial recording Joseph
Thompson’s gift in 1733 was incorporated into the
18
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On the left is the former Post Office on Church Street in
1991, shortly before partial demolition. Although a Listed
Building the telephone box was subsequently relocated to
The Stockwell.

wall near the front door. He left £100 at his death
towards teaching 10 poor boys “to read, write and
cast accounts in the Town School of Wymeswold.”
His will is in Leicestershire Record Office as is the
bill for making the memorial at the total cost of 17
shillings (85p).

The Town School that he refers to may have have
been located in the north-east corner of the
churchyard where Church Street meets Far Street,
though another early school seems to have been in
the building in Brook Street opposite the Methodist
Chapel which, though much altered, has a date stone
of 1717. The building and land were owned by the
Town Charities until this century so it now seems
probable that this was the site of the Town School.
During the Rev Alford’s time in Wymeswold a new
school was built in 1838 at the corner of Wysall Lane
where Ballard’s House once stood. The National
School was built in 1845 opposite the church gate,
and this was used until 1984. Both of these schools
have now been converted into houses.
Church Street
Church Street, off Brook Street, has several groups of
houses which are mostly listed and dating from the
eighteenth century. Sympathetic restoration has
maintained their character. Cheese making took
place in two buildings, especially No.26 during the
nineteenth century. No.24 was occupied by
20
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‘Surgeon’ Brown and his son – for over 50 years as
the village doctors – and at the rear of the house is a
pump with the initials J.W.A. dated 1764. The corner
house and No.26 was the home of another family of
Browns, starting with Marshall Brown who came to
the village about 1861 after an adventurous life. By
1871 he was a grocer and druggist and later ran the
Post Office. He was a census enumerator for the
village for 1861, 1871 and 1881. The family was
connected with the shop and Post Office there for the
next century and the link has only recently ended.
One of the curiousities of the listed buildings of
Wymeswold was near the old Post Office in Church
Street. It is officially described as “Telephone Kiosk,
Type K6. Designed in 1935 by Sir Giles Gilbert
Scott” and now stands in The Stockwell. Another odd
item on the list of buildings worth preserving is at the
Hammer and Pincers Inn in East Road. Whilst the
building itself is not listed, a pump dated 1770 with
lead work and the royal arms is on the list and is in
the rear room of the public house where customers
may see it.

Back in Brook Street
Back in Brook Street the Mantle flows from the east
edge of the village between grassy banks and big
weeping willow trees with houses on either side
dating from the late sixteenth or early seventeenth
centuries to modern times. Among those worthy of
note are Little Thatch near Church Street with its
Royal Insurance sign, and, opposite Croft na Muich
(No.58) with its lower walls made of local limestone
and, next door, No.64 where one of the last village
blacksmiths had his forge. Along the south side are a
number of fairly big houses of the eighteenth century
which were farm houses. The 1851 Census records
five farmers living along here working farms from 10
up to 116 acres with the land extending southwards
to the parish boundary in some cases. Pevsner in his
Buildings of Leicestershire refers to one as
completely ‘diapered in blue brick’. This is No.108
and used to be The Fox Inn. A picture in the
Leicestershire Advertiser of 14 September 1937
shows another house (maybe No.78) with this brick
pattern, but this has since been rendered.
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Two views of Brook Street taken April 1987.
Left: 'The Quakers' (on the left) and the left-hand lodge for
Wymeswold Hall in the process of conversion to a
dwelling. Right: The Windmill Inn.

No.90 Brook Street was another of the Lord of the
Manor's homesteads with its land extending in a
narrow strip southwards to the parish boundary. In
the last years of the nineteenth and the early years of
this century there used to be a butcher's shop at the
23

entrance. This and another of the barns have recently
been converted into houses.
On the other side of the street are several interesting
houses starting with the thatched cottage called
‘Little Thatch’. A little further along is a row of
renovated cottages at right angles to the road. This

was probably a group of framework knitters cottages.
The white house against the footpath is called ‘The
Quakers’. Although fairly certainly a meeting house,
it was for the Anabaptists, some of whom were
buried there. A number of slate gravestones, now
lying flat, may be seen in the drive. The Wymeswold
‘Giant’, Billy Burrows, was buried here but there is
no headstone for him. During part of the nineteenth
century there was a school here run by Josiah Jordan.
The two houses either side of a drive are the
renovated lodges to Wymeswold Hall which was
once approached from Brook Street, but is now
reached from East Road. The Hall was built about
1820 with its south front in a symmetrical classical
style. Unfortunately the side seen from East Road has
little to commend it. Residents of this ‘small country
house’, as the list of listed buildings calls it, have
included a retired naval officer, Captain Dawkins, a
surgeon, some maiden ladies and more recently
people connected with industry. Until recently it was
used as offices for a business machines company.
Back on Brook Street is Goscote House whose deeds
go back to the early eighteenth century. Further

The former bus garage on the south side of Brook Street in
May 2008, prior to being converted into a house.

along is the Windmill Inn which can be traced back
to 1754 when it was two cottages. Inspection of the
front especially of the eaves, will show this.
Sometime after that it was described as ‘a messuage
with bakehouse and barns’ when it was bought by
William Ford, who also owned the windmill on
Wysall Lane. According to the Jury Lists of 1829 he
was a miller and baker. The first reference to the
Windmill as an inn was in 1837 when a mortgage of
24

£450 was raised on the property. It has been a public
house since then, owned by various people until
Home Brewery bought it in 1897. They held it for
nearly a century when the present landlord took over
in 1991.

Rose Cottage (on left) in 1991. The more distant cottage
was subsequently transformed with prominent dormer
windows – shown in the photograph below taken January
2001.

An interesting piece of Wymeswold's history may be
seen in a notice in the gable end of No.93 which
records the site of ‘Wimeswold Gas and Light
Company1881’. The history of this is not clear but it
produced gas for street lights, distributed through
asbestos pipes. James Monk lived there as ‘gas man’
for about 20 years (1861-1881) and then it was sold
to a Loughborough banker. It seems to have been
closed fairly soon after that and its loss was recorded
in a piece of verse:Alas, alas for Wymeswold Gas,
Its lights no longer burn;
Its meter is now “gone to pot”
And dark in every turn.
And so on for nine more verses!
An early postcard of the Stockwell shows a gas light
there.
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The farmyard which preceded Paget Croft, October 1993.

‘Rose Cottage’ nearly at the end of Brook Street is
one of the earliest houses in the village being dated
to the late sixteenth or early seventeenth centuries.
The timber frame and brick infilling can be clearly
seen. Beyond it there used to be a few ‘mud’ cottages
extending fifty yards or so up Narrow Lane. The level
and overgrown ground where they were until the end
of last century may be seen on the left hand side of
the lane.

On the side of Brook Street opposite the Windmill
Inn and gasworks is ‘Hall Field’ with distinct
terracing. This was the site of the original
‘Wymeswold Hall’ which, according to the Hearth
Tax of 1664, had nine hearths when it was owned by
William Leeke – one of the Lords of the Manor. Judge
Leeke, whose memorial is in the church, lived there
and his daughter Lady Katherine Leeke appears to
have been the last occupant. It was demolished
about 1750 and the materials sold. A valuation of the
materials in Wymeswold Hall was taken in 1744
which included the bricks, flooring, windows, glass
etc. This gave a total value of £121/2/- for the house,
plus £67/15/- for the walls etc. in the garden. This
document is in the Okeover Estate Papers in
Derbyshire Record Office. The site was surveyed by
R.F. Hartley and the resulting maps and
interpretation is in his The Medieval Earthworks of
Central Leicestershire published by Leicestershire
Museums,1989.
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Eastern parts of Wymeswold
The footpath by No.89 is known as The Civic. The
origin of the name is uncertain. It has been suggested
that there was some Roman settlement nearby, but
the evidence is slender though field walking has
found fragments of Roman pottery in the area to the
north of Narrow Lane.
Other finds were made during the development of
the newer housing just off the Melton Road in
Orchard Way in 1990, these being identified as those
of an occupation site of the late Iron Age or early
Roman period. and one of the pieces of pottery is
believed to be part of an early cheese press.
Melton Road, otherwise known as Wide Lane,
extends to the parish boundary on the A6006 three
miles away, and a similar wide branch road runs to
the boundary with Willoughby parish.
These wide roads are described as ‘drove roads’ in
the Shell Guide to Leicestershire by W.G. Hoskins
(1970), but the course and width was laid down in
the Enclosure Award of 1757–9:... from the East End of Wymeswold called Little
27

The long-gone sign which accompanied the saplings
planted in the early 1990s on the south side of the A6006
leaving the village towards Melton. Photograph by Alec
Moretti.

End through Hardacre Field by hedges called
Bartle Croft and Waydale Hedges to a place
called Cumberdale Watering [at the junction of
Melton and Willoughby Roads] then
eastwards... over a place called the Dungeon...
to the corner of Cunnery Close and over a brook
called Potters Ford. This shall be no less than
fifty yards wide between the ditches.

cattle there. One of the last ‘minders’ of cattle there
was Hilda Morris who is remembered by some of
older inhabitants of the village. Parts of these verges
are now planted with trees by the County Council;
some of the earliest planting being done by school
children. This is known familiarly as ‘Wymeswold
Forest’.

The Hammer and Pincers, October 1993.

Once the road was made and the verges created twothirds of the income from grazing them was to be
used “for the benefit of the poor of the parish that
have no land” and the residue to be used as the
Constable, Churchwardens and Overseers of the
Poor thought fit. They were to render an account
annually to the parish on 5 March. This grazing
continued into the twentieth century and there are
still people in the village who remember grazing

Just past Orchard Way is the present entrance to
Wymeswold Hall, and further towards the village is
the Hammer and Pincers where John Dexter was a
blacksmith and the first landlord about 1855. On the
opposite side of the road is ‘Tudor Thatch’, a late
sixteenth century thatched cottage. This is set so
close to the road that passing lorries can damage the
thatched door hood. No doubt the inhabitants are
supporters of a by-pass for Wymeswold!
Turning to the right up Wysall Lane are a number of
points of interest as well as the wide view over the
surrounding area. On the left is the old Baptist
Chapel built in 1815 and extended in 1847 when
schoolrooms were added on to the front. A number
of gravestones still stand in the garden around the
building which has been converted into a house.
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The increase in width of Wysall Lane from hedge to
hedge was laid down in the Enclosure Award:Mill Lane is narrow and dangerous for carriages
and shall be enlarged on the East out of a close
belonging to Joan Jones and made commodious
for carts, carriages and drift cattle.
At the top it was to be 66 feet wide near the site of
the old windmill which was taken down in 1950 as it
was dangerous. The very slight mound on which this
stood may just be seen about 50 yards to the east of
the road where a footpath is sign posted. In fact this
was the second position of the mill, the first being
further along Wysall Lane approximately where Mill
Cottage now stands. Deeds relating to the mill clearly
state that John Morris bought the mill from the Lord
of the Manor in 1754 and moved the mill “with sails
and going and running gear” to the second site
which was “27 yards by 26 yards as marked out” and
which he also bought from the Lord of the Manor.
Another windmill once existed in the parish just off
Burton Lane about opposite the industrial estate on
the aerodrome. Nothing much is known about this
except that it is marked on some of the Ordnance
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Survey maps of last century and that it was up for
sale in 1844 according to Nigel Moon’s book
Leicestershire Windmills published in 1981.
As might be expected this part of Wysall Lane is an
open and exposed part of the parish. Wide views
may be had though the horizon is generally flat
owing to the geological nature of the area. which is
covered with glacial deposits. It is at this height above 90 metres above sea-level - that most of the
farm houses and buildings built after the enclosure of
the mid-eighteenth century are to be found as
opposed to the pre-enclosure farms which were
located in the village where they were centrally
located in relation to their scattered holdings in the
open fields. Some of these newer farms can be seen
from the high ground along Wysall Lane as can the
sheltered position of Wymeswold in its valley,
generally below the height of 80 metres above sealevel. Many Wolds villages are in similar locations
presumably for shelter and supplies of water which
would have been important factors from the early
days of their establishment before the Norman
conquest.

More about Far Street – and lost farmyards
Bob Trubshaw
In April 1987 and again in October 1993 I photographed many of the houses of Wymeswold,
including farmyards which were likely to be
developed into housing. Here is a selection of those
images, including parts of Far Street omitted from
Alec's 'walk'.
Collington's butchers shop and Sandra and Ivor Brown's
Post Office, October 1993.

The White Horse, April 1987.

Bill McBean's 1930s Bedford van was for many years a
near-permanent feature at the junction of Far Street and
Clay Street. Photographed April 2008.
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Above: Church Farm, Far Street (churchyard on left) in
April 1987.
Right: Church Farm (now Sheppards Orchard).
Top photograph taken October 1993, bottom photograph
taken April 1987.
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Above: The pig farm off Clay Street, circa 1968.
Top right: The farm was developed into Cross Hill Close
in the mid-1980s. Photograph taken October 1993.
Bottom right: East Road in October 1993.
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Hoton Road and Trinity Crescent, October 1993.
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